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What you did this weekend based on your first name initial

-Mick Smith, Junior Editor

A. Stayed in and got some much needed rest
B. Was the life of the party 
C. Stole three cars and only got caught stealing the last one
D. Ate a block of cream cheese
E. Had to run away from campus safety 
F. Yik Yaked “Roll Beach” too many times
G. Won an online poker tournament 
H. Got a “Ferda” tattoo
I. Repeatedly asked if the nest was open
J. Kept asking people what their majors were
K. Bragged about how big the party was going to be and then only talked about 
how annoying first-years are
L. Strictly peed on toilet seats
M. Had a ride along with campus safety
N. Did the best Nae Nae at the party
O. Coined the nickname “Armpit”
P. Pooped outside
Q. Punched a hole through a brick wall
R. Studied.
S. Caught a deer
T. Woke up with a Mohawk
U. Invented time travel
V. Did the 24 hour Huffman Cafe challenge
W. Had the best time ever
X. Made a friend on friday night and an enemy on saturday night
Y. Created the coolest handshake of all time
Z. Joined the Hilltoppers on accident 
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HOW TO PLAY DIE

-One of the Dumpers

It’s been explained to me many times, yes, but each time it makes less sense. So, as I watch my 
friends do their little dance and drink their little beers, I take notes so that someday I can hope-

fully hold my own in a game of all-male die. Here are the rules. 

1. First, Eat Your Wheaties! This is essential to the success of the game. 

2. Someone with a hat sitting too high on their head will give you a die. This means you’re “It”. 

3. Hold the die like it’s a hot coal searing through your hand, but have the grace and stature of a 
figure skater. Stand in this pose for at least 10 seconds. Your mouth must be open as you do this 
(it helps with your concentration). 

4. Jump as high as you can, and do a fun little dance. Try to click your heels together, and a jolly 
yodel might help too. Again, your mouth must remain open. 

5. The entirety of this game depends on your stance before the throw, like a bird of paradise mat-
ing ceremony in those David Attenborough documentaries. The throw height means nothing. The 
die placement means nothing. The cups mean even less. 

6. It seems like making a grunt after the die hits the table encourages some type of primordial 
community building. I will look into this more thoroughly. 

7. The center tagger will light a pinecone on fire and chuck it over the basket. The player will 
then hit the pinecone and run to knock a cedar stick off the cross rods. Then the twig-runners 
dash back and forth until the pinecone burns out and the umpire calls “Hotbox”.
 
8. Count up how many scoredowns you have and divide that by nine. 

-Lula Burke 24’

D-DAY PERFORMER
Good news! I have information about who the D-Day artist is! Lumpy and The Dumpers 

will be playing D-Day this year! With hit songs such as:

Huff my Sack
Hair on the inside

Sex Pit
Gnats in the pisser

Spider Bite
Pee in the Pool

They will be playing all of these songs plus music from their most recent album: Music 
to Hump a Trashcan To. 


